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OF COMPUTER EDITING FOR TEXT.BASED SCHOLARSTIIP
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In this paper I would like to offer some very personal
speculationsabout the effects of computers on the study of
medieval Arabic grammatical texts, in particular the Kitab
of Sibawayhi(d. ca. 1801796),though most of what I shall
say could be applied to any field of scholarship which relies
for its data on manuscript sources.I will first define my position, then look at the specific case of editing the KilAb n
hypertext, and will conclude with some general thoughts on
the nature and fi,rtureof researchin this area.
Vy'eare all in Plato's Cave, still. Although there may be
a few individuals who have, over the millennia, escaped
from the Cave, and have even come back bravely (and often suicidally) to tell us what it is like outside, we remain as
Plato described us, prisoners chained to one wall and condemned to pass our entire lives gazing at the shadowsof reality flickering on the opposite wall.
And that is, in effect, as close as we shall ever get to
Sibawayhi, whether in manuscript or print: no matter how
many versions we consult (and there are at least seventy-eight manuscripts) [], we will never know what the
authentic, original form of the Kitdb was. We do not even
know that it ever had an authentic, original form, still less
whether Sibawayhi himself (who seems to have left the
actual task of compilation to his pupil al-Akhfash) ever
consideredhis work in that light.
Nevertheless, we must exploit the new technology to
recreate the KilAb, to translate it from the old medium to
the new. Without wishing to minimize the enormous difficulty of digitalizing all seventy-eight manuscripts (plus the
others that will inevitably emerge), the several printed editions, Jahn'shanslation and as much secondaryliterature as
possible, this aspect of the work is no more than an essential preliminary, and therefore not important in the context
of this paper. Quantity is per se uninteresting to a Platonist.
What does concern us is the effect of new data-baseon both
traditional and irurovative scholarship.
Let us first dispose of the concept of a "critical edition". I maintain that it would be an absolute misuse of the
new technology to try to create one: paradoxically, the
electronic version of the Kitdb should never become final-

ized in any printed text. Ask yourselves, what authority
would it have? Whose "edition" would it be? The Arabs
never confined themselves to one Kitdb: as Geneviève
Humbert has shown, there were two extremely well defined
alternative "editions" in circulation and probably a third,
minority version which is still under investigation [2]. Ab[
'Al1 al-Fárisï (d.3711981)
actually consulted five named
and several anonymous Kitab manuscripts for his commentary al-Ta'l1qa [3], and Monique Bernards reports that
Ibn Wallàd (d.3321943) likewise used to check doubtful
readings in more than one copy of the Kitab [4]. Even the
Qur'àn has never been subjected to the consÍaint of a
unique and invariable earthly version, indeed the idea
would have struck Muhammad as rather unsound [5].
The eventual emergence of the "Eastern" and
"'West€rn" versions
of the Kitdb is probably a scholarly
compromise inspired more by convenience and professional intereststhan by strictly textual considerations,and it
was still open for grammarians to refer to other readings, as
for example when Abii Nasr al-QurtubT(d.401/1011) appeals to the authority of al-Zajjáij to support the reading yud
maru againstya4haru [6], not a trivial difference, you must
agree. For what it is worth, the Derenbourg, Biiláq and
Hártin editions allhave yaqharu.
But this last point takes us into an area where the new technology can be useful, for it will help us ask (I do not say ir
will answer, for it cannot) the question, "\Vhy do all the
printed editions have ya4haru?" Actually we already know
why: it is becauseDerenbourg has it, and the other editions
merely follow him, but the next question is inevitably,
"Why does Derenbourg
have ya4haru?", to which the answer is probably, "Because he did not find any variants in
the manuscripts he consulted", and with that we are entering mysterious and challenging wat€rs, becausewe know.
even if Derenbourg did not, that there is a long-standing
alternative yudmaru going back to al-Zajjáj. With an electronic Kitdb (which I shall resist calling an "e-Kitdb") it
would be a simple matter to intenogate the data-baseand
hace the distribution of this variant, with useful results for
the history of ideas and the sociology of the text which
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a conventional critical edition could not easily reveal. In the
end, ofcourse, it would still leave the exact reasonsfor the
variant a matter of speculative interpretation which no
data-baseor software can determine for us.
It may emerge that al-Zajjdj's reading is not part of a
formal manuscript tradition but occurs independently in
one of the innumerable glosses and marginal comments
which cover some of the manuscripts of the KrTdó.This is
an aspect of the work for which hypertext is a perfect medium: computer graphics can with relative ease produce a
screen facsimile of the manuscript page with the complete
contents of each folio converted into a standard font. but
both the screen display and a physical print-out would be
difficult to read. It would be far more convenient to assign
all the glosses to hypertext links, where also the variants,
translations and references to the secondary literature will
reside, not to mention the codicological, historical and geographical information about the manuscript itself, in other
words a whole library, with the Kitdb as its starting point.
It is obvious that the hypertext edition makes all kinds
of haditional scholarship easier. If we have all the manuscripts at our electronic fingeÍips, so to speak,we can then,
with the help of the appropriate software, view the state of
the work at any point in its hansmission, compare versions
across space or time, call up the text in the form it had in
copies known to be in the possessionof specific grammarians, hace a variant back to its probable origin, follow up a
topic in the commentary literature (for as well as the Kitdb,
this data-basewould ideally contain all the commentariesas
well), check the translation of Jahn, bring up the relevant
work of other scholarson a technical term or topic, in short,
we can exploit the passive omniscience of the computer to
gather information in support of kind of research endeavour.
Only the scale and complexity distinguish these activities from what academics have been doing since scholarship began. But the prospects are still exciting: two tasks
immediately present themselves as perfect projects for our
omnivorous and indefatigable amanuensis:one has apparently already started (in France, I am told), namely to publish the glosses,and here I will only make a recommendation from the side of the playing field, being unaware of
how far the game has progressed.My suggestion is simply
to use the computer to reassembleall the signed glossesas
a mini-corpus for each known author: in one very important
case, al-Akhfash, we have no other surviving grammatical
work, and this might be the only practical means of reconstructing at least the general contents of his grammatical
thought.
The other is rather less exciting but no less valuable,
and that is to draw a map of the variants rn the Kitdb, of
which there are enough manuscripts to make the exercise
genuinely fruitful. There are t'wo kinds of variants, signed
and unsigned, and characteristically the signed variants involve major technical disagreements(such as the example
from al-Zajjàj above) while the unsigned ones are apparently random and have no consequencesfor the grammatical issues, e.g. daraba 'amrun zaydan instead of daraba
'amran.
zaydun
My hypothesis [7] is that these variants are
not in fact random, but part of a sophisticatedidentification
system to prevent unauthorized use of this rather profitable
text: I assume that professionals knew where to look for
these seemingly innocent differences and could thus trap
those who had no right to be teaching the Kitdb because
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they had not obtainedthe properscholarlyijaza [gl. But to
testthis hypothesis,let aloneattemptsomesort of proof of
it, flustrequiresthe registation and mappingof everysingle variant, after which it might be possibleto look for
pa{erns,e.g.that a family of manuscripts(identifiedby the
traditionalmethods,e.g.by circumstantialevidencesuchas
provenience,scribeor ownershiphistory) would exhibit a
consistentdistribution of theseunsignedvariants,which
could then be used to identify other manuscripts.In this
way a particularset of intrinsically meaninglessvariants
could becomeas distinctiveas the empty holes in those
cardswe usedto storeour dataon!
The temptationmost to be resisted,however,is to undertakepurelyquantitativestudies,at which a trueplatonist
can only shudder.It would be invidiousto singleout current work in which statisticalmethodsare appliedto featuresof languagewhich by their nature are not usefully
quantifiable:insteadI will simply confessto having done
somethingof the kind myself, albeit in a very informal
way, andthis will perhapsbe a suitablepenancefor having
done so in the fust place.In a recentarticle I pointedout
that the absolutenumbersof quadriliteralverbsin modern
colloquialEgyptianseemedsigniÍïcantlyhigherthan those
for ClassicalArabic, and producedsomeextremelyvague
figuresfrom the dictionariesto prove it [9]. An Aristotelian
might favour suchtechniquesbut, whetherthe figuresare
set out in tables,spreadsheets,graphsor pie charts,the
proof of the puddingis in the eating,and on this questionI
sidewith BenjaminDisraeli:"Therearethreekinds of lies"
- he is reportedto havesaid,by Mark Twain,of all people
- (lies, damnedlies andstatistics".
Numbersare by definition meaningless,
they are perhaps the purestof Platonicimages,inherentlyabstractin
both form and substance.
Whateverit is they meanit does
not lie and indeedcannotlie in the numbersthemselves:
askany Christianneo-Platonist
aboutthe significanceofthe
number three! The issue is not quantity but quality: the
truth is not decideddemocraticallyby votes,and statistics
can only apply to phenomenawhich themselvesobey statistical laws (wherebyan inherenttautologyis likely to result). Relianceon numberscan makea truejudgementimpossible:I think of the indispensable
(at leastfor the time
being) Lexique-lndexof Troupeau,who decidednot to
itemizewordswhich occurmorethan60 timesin theKitdb,
thus guaranteeingthat the probably most marginalterms
(e.g. isndd) would be the easiestto find and the probably
most central(e.9. ibfidA') also the most difficult. A concrete example:the word nazïr is found ld8 times in the
Kitdb, and is thus too frequentfor its individual occurrencesto be listed, but the equally importantconceptof
muddraa, which is useda total of I I I timesin its various
forms,is fully itemizedbecauseno form of the root occurs
more than sixty times.A closeexaminationof Sibawayhi's
useof mu(dra'a suggeststhat in fact it is at leastas important as nazlr, probablymore so, as it has a wider technical
range,but if one judged only by the numbersone might
concludetheopposite[10].
This is not to say that statisticalevidenceis to be rejected on principle,but in the humanitiesit can seldomdo
morethanconfirm or contadict a generalimpression.One
of the more convincingusesof computersin Arabic is the
work of Bohas and Paoli in mefiical stuclies.a domain
which, with its high degreeof formalism,seemsideal for
suchtreatment.And the resultsare truly fascinating,giving
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us a detailedknowledge of the structureof Arabic poetry
which no modern mind could encompassunaided. yet
thê
authors do not confuse the computer with the intellect,
and
fully recognize that the human ieaction to poetry (and
this
only at the metrical level, be it noted) is quàtitutluèlyquite
'digital
different from the processing of po.t y by
m e a n s[ 1 1 ] .
By raising the issue-of quality I intentionally bring into
the debate questions of humaniim and the nature of
the
academiclife, notions which are none too outstanding
in
the literature of computer technology. Here, roo, great
changeslie ahead as scholarshipreformulatesitself
in the
new medium, where personal contact is replaced
by the
Net, researchis done for us by algorithms,publication
and
feedbackare both instantaneousand univeisal, as we
dis_
play our iearning in what I supposein our field would
have
to be called a Cyber-Majlis.
For the medievalArabs the transmissionof knowledse
was a serlousand well controlled businessconfening
bith
dignity and profit on the participants.Their medium ias.
of
course,the manuscript,and there was an elaborateand gen_
erally effective system of publication which covered
the
production, distribution and copyright of original
works.
Although the rerms did not exisi ihá, we can be sure
that
the conceptsof "intellectual properfy,', ,,information
man_
agement" and "knowledge hansfer" were very familiar
to
them. It is not a little ironic that we still denve our own
livelihood today from the samesourcesas the medievalAr_
abs, the very manuscriptswhich we now propose to digi_
talize.
Digitalization immediately evokes many problems
which can only be hinted at here. permanence:bóoks
and
manuscrrptssurvive remarkably well consideringhow they
are treated,but what is the reliability of an elecrromagnenc
charge which can be obliteratedin a millisecond'slóss of
current? Access: there was a time when precious books
were chained to the desk, but what is now the value
of
somethingwhich can be read by anyone with a computer
and a modem? The aestheticside: when will we abandon
typographical conventions which themselves were (and
largely still are) a compromise between the physicai re_
straintsof hot metal type and the visual criteria oi calligra_
phy? The physical aspect:what difference will it makË
to
read a work on a screeninsteadof holding it in our hands?
And what will it mean in future to ..r.áa" a document,
given that browsing software will take over most of
the
functions of reading? professional matters: who or what
will the new academiccommunity be, the ones by whom
and for whom these manuscriptsare going to be digital_
ized? And what will be the meaning- of the íord
"erudition"
when we all have instant accessto the same
knowledgebase?
Those were all rhetorical questionswhich I have no
int_entionof trying to answer, mainly becausethe answer
will have to be found on the Web itself, in the Cyber_
Majlis, where there will doubtlessalso be a new rhetoric,
and probably, given the perversity of human nature, even
rhetorical questionswill find an answer from some latter_
d.ayla\ia or Tawh-rdrwho just happensto log on. Already
the electronicinterchangeof ideasls well esi*ablished,
aná
"the
way electronic intertextuality changesour relation to
the institutionsof scholarship"is now eámestly discussed,
along with many of my rhetorical questions above
-[12].
The electronic symposium is now in full growth, anà
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henceforth scholars will have to reckon with the
fact that
their ideas no longer beiong-exclusively on a printed
page
.,readership,,.
but-will
f irave p-ut
.be exposedto a [lobal
readership in quotation marks because I am
not sure
whether it still applies to staring at a screerl,and
also be_
causeI wonder how many of my listenersnoticed
the un_
conscroussurvival of print habits when I ref-erred
to some_
thing I-had said previously as ,,above".The slip
was genu_
ine and has not been edited out, though as you know,*there
ls never anything final about a documentin a word
processor!
This brings us back to platonic editions, which
differ
^
fromrvord processorfiles in that they can never
be printed
out: they remain always in potentía,.u.., ilt.. (or perhaps
especially after) the manuscripts have been transmuted
from "physical marks on a jurface"
[13] into invisible
statesof electrons.What wrll probably-haipen in
the Cy_
ber-Majlis is that a variety of Èitab eaiiions will emerge,
ás
individual scholarsbase their researchon their own
cïoice
of readings,and thesewill competefor authoriry-Gtil
per_
u generally_accepted
versiàn evolves. [n this waywe
luP.:
shall replicate electronically exactly what happened
rvith
the original manu_scripts,
and here I could rest my caseand
say that this is the strongest argument in suppoÍr
of my
original assertionthat no final "critical" editionshourd
even
be contemplated,
I will concludeby speculatingabout sonteof the possi_
. ..
bilities of the new scholarship,rhich *itt be facilitaied
as
soon as the softwaredesignerscan furn their attention
away
from_themore profitable computergames.
One developmentwhich seemJinevitable rs the thesis
programme,an algorithm which will skim through
a given
corpus and abstractfrom it a well_formed and Jonviicing
piece of researchwhich can be uploaded(or:as we
used to
-Of
say_,submitted) for a doctorate.
.ou.se it will be read
and evaluatedby anotherpiece of sofrware and the degree
will be awarded on the Web, perhaps as a downloadàble
multimedia diploma. This is only à shght exaggeration,
whose aim_is simply to emphaiize thà rnevitáUititu
oi
changein the academicprocessat the sametime as asking
you_not to forget that the relationshipbetweena scholar,
hii
students,his discipline and his material is essentiallya per_
sonal one, where "face to face" contact is about to
be re_
placedby the electronic,.interface".
My tax software suggestsanother programme which
could-stimulate(or should I say simulatËZ;irsefrl enquiry,
namely the "What if?" button, which wilÍ explore for
me
the c.onsequences
any whimsical speculation,no matter
how rmplausible.For example,what if Ferdinandde
Saus_
sure had read Jahn'shanslationof the Kifib
[14], could we
then argue that his concept of language as a social phe_
nonemoncame (indirectly) from Sibawayhi ratherthan,
ac_
cording to certain historiansof linguistiós at leasr,directly
from. Durkheim? [15] Ourt software would obligingly
searchthrough all the relevantdataand with any fu.tïi!É
discover in the records of the Geneva University libráry
(which doubtlessstill exist and will eventually
Ë aigitaí_
ized!) that de Saussurehad indeed borroweciand presima_
bly therefore read Jahn's work, whereupon a whole
new
chapterof the history of linguisticscouldbe wrinen.
But behind this facetiousnessthere is a seriouspomt:
soft_
ware cannot initiate, it can only serveas a tool fór the
curi_
osity of the researcher.It has been said of al_Khalil
ibn
Ahmad that the proof of his genius lay in the questrons
he
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asked[16], and it will certainly be a challenge to future
scholarsto find questionswhich live up to the power of
their researchtools.
Unfortunately the Internet, which is where the electronic symposium will meet, is itself a rather undiscriminating entity, with a mesh so tight that it catches far too
many small fish. Bulletin Boards, for example, are intellectuallyjust anotherkind of graffiti, either indecipherable
or frivial. The main purpose of computers seems to be
playing games.and this has spilled over into educational
practice, where learning and playing have become fatally
confused.Believe it or not I have seensome years ago an
advertisement for a prograÍnme for learners of Arabic
called "Fun with verbs". I hope you are as appalledas I am
that this infantile exercisewas aimed at university students.
Will future generationsof studentsbe taught by a greedy
and impatient Tamaguchi which will die if they do not
learn their verbs properly? The answer, unfortunately, is
almostcertainlyyes.
There may indeed be technical analogiesbetween the
editing of manuscripts and other computer applications
such as games,businessprograÍnmesand the creation of
original works: the conventionsof graphic presentationand
the strategiesof manoeuvering through the programme are
similar in all of these.But the reading of texts is qualitativeiy unique,a mediatedcontactof mind with mind, in our
case with Sïbawayhi's,and therefore it is neither a peda-
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gogical nor a creative experience,stili less a game. The
ideas come to us merely through a different medium, which
should be as transparentas possible,with minimal interference from the presenter (the ideals of typography, for example, were to combine beauty and efficiency in a form
which did not distract from the content: conlputer graphics
has a very long way to go in this regard).We shouldbear in
mind Plato's suspicion of everything creative: creativity
leads ryy from the tmth, and artists (I paraphrasePlato)
are merely wizards who play with images, thus twice removed from reality becausetheir "creations" are in themselvesonly imagesof images.
The real Kfib (if we are lucky) will lie hidden somewhere in the huge electronic library constructedand administered by the computer, which will act purely as a
custodian for Sïbawayhi's ideas. The work as such can
never escapefrom this library in any finite form, nor can
we come closerto it than the contemplationof the versions
recreated on our screens.We remain happed in Plato's
Cave, and while othershappily avoid realitv by playing in
their Multi-User Dungeons(how Piato would have enjoyed
that image!), we shall browse for the reality of tlte Kitab ín
our computers.
However, everybodyis still gazing at the samescreens,
which have become the new walls of our Cave on which
the shadowsof the tmth are still flickerins.
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